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Karan Johar confirms news about being
blessed with twins

Last night, Mumbai Mirror reported that filmmaker Karan Johar was blessed
with twins a month ago. The registration of the babies was done by BMC
officials and they confirmed the news. The twins are named as - Yash and
Roohi by the director. 

Confirming the news, Karan Johar released an official statement. The director
said, "I am ecstatic to share with you all the two most wonderful additions to
my life, my children and lifelines; Roohi and Yash. I feel enormously blessed to
be a parent to these pieces of my heart who were welcomed into this world
with the help of the marvels of medical science. 

This was an emotional yet well thought out decision which I have taken after
considering all the responsibilities and duties that come with being a parent. In
order to arrive at this decision, I have prepared myself mentally, physically,
emotionally and logistically to ensure that my children get all the unconditional
love, care and attention from me and mine. I have submitted to the fact that my
children are my world and priority. My work, travels and social commitments
would have to take a back seat and I am prepared for that. By the grace of
God, I have the most caring and supportive mother who will be an integral part
in the up-bringing of her grandchildren and of course, friends who are family.

pic.twitter.com/OyGb4SnwId

— Karan Johar (@karanjohar) March 5, 2017
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I am eternally grateful to the surrogate who has fulfilled my lifelong dream and
provided a warm, loving and nurturing environment to my children before
bringing them into this world. She will always remain in my prayers.

Finally, a big thank you to Dr. Jatin Shah for his guidance and support and for
being like a family member through this wonderful and exciting journey."
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Because of his money bought fatherhood and its joys and fulfillment for

himself but what about the children. When they will grow up,go to school and

see other children being loved by their mothers will they not think why were

they deprived of this and by whom their own father did this to them. Will they

feel privileged or most unfortunate to be this man''s children ? He will provide

for them everything but cannot give them their mother and her love. I do not

know why i feel so negative about this ... Read More
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Karan is their ammi and Shahrukh their abbu. Only puzzle here is why he

named the son Yash and not Bash as in Bashir. Roohi will be the future heroine

for one of his love Jihad movies, probably opposite Taimur Ali Khan. LMAO.
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Ah. You said right in that last sentence. Let''s all wish best for all of them and

get back to our own business.
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I think very unfair to these children. Because this man does not need a woman

in his life he deprived those children of the most beautiful relationship which is

their mother. No number of highly qualified nannies can provide motherly love

to a child. Because of his money he will be able to buy anything for them but

not the mamta they will long for rest of their lives. This man is cruel he forced

those children to live without a mother or will bring a step mother which is not

even close to having ... Read More
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What is your opinion about mothers who sell daughters to harems for money

and fathers who molest their daughters for years? Would you consider them

loving parents compared to KJo? What rot you speak. I am not a KJo fan, but

you speak such s***t! Do all widows and widowers with kids marry? Single

parents often love their kids with a much larger heart and give them quality

time compared to many working mothers in today''s times who don''t have

time for their children and have nannies. You are so far ... Read More
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